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Diy twin platform bed with storage plans

Do you have an hour and about 30 bucks to burn? because this is all you have requested for my last project. this construction has never been in the list – it was a last-minute-fly-by-the-seat-of-my-pants project because I wanted to remove my son's new mattress from the floor. What's gonna make a little mom guilt to a girl, right? recently we have transferred
our son from his children's bed to his big bed and are in the process of building him the most epic bed ever – but it is not yet done, so until it is, this double platform bed DIY will have to do for the time-being. I followed the plan of ana white for this double platform bed. this construction was super easy, super fast and super cheap – three of my favorite things!
the first step was to build a simple box with 2x4s. an easy and ventilated cover girl. I didn’t even unplug my kreg jig for this – I just drove some spax screws inside. I love these construction screws because you don't have to worry about pre-drilling pilot holes. then I attacked the 2×2 cleats and 1×3 frame around the box. Then, I flipped all over it, I screwed
these metal corner brackets, then I screwed my feet. this bed costs about $30 to build, but this is not included the mobile feet and brackets. I had those in hand from a past project that never came to be, but I think I paid about five or six dollars for my feet and I can't remember the cost of the brackets. Probably a couple of dollars. you could just as easily smell
a little scrap woodYour feet if you want. I just happened to have these things around my store because I was too lazy to return them. If you had to include the cost of feet and brackets, I imagine your cost is closer to $60.00. And because I'm a giant nerd, I punished myself. It took me 54 minutes and 6 seconds to build this bed from the beginning to the end –
except that I didn't finish it – I just left the unfinished wood because this is just a temporary fix until I finished building his real big bed boy. Then I fixed the thing, fixed the mattress sleds in place, then I left the mattress on top. Stupid simple, right? Yeah. I wasn't going to spend a lot of time and money on something that would end up in the pile of junk in a
month or so. So tell me, you're suffering from Mom Guilt as much as I do? My husband thinks a mattress on the floor is perfectly acceptable. What do you think? Thanks for reading, friends. I hope your weekend is full of sawing! If you are interested, here is a list of origin (with affiliate links): Lost later! When it comes with a design for this bed, we wanted it to
be simple to build, beautiful and functional. So that's exactly what we thought. For about $200 you can build this bed with tons of storage. If you choose to use only two drawers on one side or shorten the drawers to accommodate a night stand you will still have a ton of storage for all things. This double bed is the first perfect bed for your smallbut it can be
easily modified for any size mattress so that anyone who needs a bed with tons of storage would be happy with this. Don't forget to sign up on YouTube and sneak peeks of our upcoming projects be sure to check out our DIY life on YouTube, follow us on Facebook and Instagram. Also, follow me on Pinterest to get tons of projects from all over the web!
Disclosure: The links provided in the “materials” and “required tools” sections are affiliate links. If you want to support our site and help keep our content free come and find out more about how we can make money at no extra cost for you. Sizes Cutting list If you decide to take this project I highly recommend downloading the printable PDF below to have with
you during construction. To do so just click the button below and sign up to get weekly updates. In return, please email the PDF for free! It's a win-win. Download PDF Print Questions? Comments? As always, if you have questions do not hesitate to comment below and above all do not forget to post pictures of your finished products in comments! ENJOY!
This twin bed is a separate piece from the bed and can be built to fit any double bed. That's convenient! Go to the link and follow to build this twin bed. Frame bed Small house shape This two-bed structure has been shaped after a modern small house. With the basic tools and the timber out-il-shelf together with the free plans at the link,can build your own
miniature small frame of the bed of the house. This modern platform bed can be built in any size. Free floors have the shopping list and the cut list for a twin, full, queen, king and Californian size mattress. Oh, and free inventions. This is a link to a Google 3D SketchUp design for a double size bed. You will need SketchUp software to download this design
and its freely available online. We do not provide support for this software. Not all designs have the sizes displayed but you can use the measuring instrument in SketchUp to easily and accurately determine the size of each part of the timber. Most designs do not have instructions, its hires you can build it according to the completed design provided. Build a
double bed with a padded headboard using these free instructions that include a cut list. Do this do it yourself ovals read with these free plans, including step by step diagrams. This plan is for a queen. Not recommended in king. For double and full, reduce the number or size of ovals to fit the mattress. Not only a beautiful two-bed bed, this has two large
drawers for an additional bedroom storage. In a small room this will help to eliminate the need for more dressing rooms. At the link you will find the free woodworking plans to build this bed. This is a link to a Google 3D SketchUp design for a double bed. You will need SketchUp software to download this design and its freely available online. We do not
provide support for this software. Not allhave the measurements displayed but you can use the measuring instrument in SketchUp to easily and accurately determine the size of each part of the timber. Most designs do not have instructions, its hires you can build it according to the completed design provided. All you need to build this two-size bed with legs is
2 x 4 timber and basic tools. Oh yes, and the free wood processing plans available at the link. Go ahead and build! You will need to scroll through the page to see the plans free. Plans.
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